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Abstract 

Reconstructing the history of a people is very challenging. Researchers have to use a range of 

multidisciplinary conceptual tools. One has to critically analyze several sources including 

looking at the historical accounts of adjoining groups. Like the rest of the people of Africa, 

the history of Turkana, Pokot, and Samburu lacks written pre-colonial historical records. 

Absence of archived written historical accounts about the origins, culture, and customs of a 

people makes it hard to keep up and handover oral history and traditions to the young 

generations as they were. Writing of Africa’s history began with the arrival of Europeans 
who unfortunately started by claiming that there was no such thing as African history and 
that the history of Africa began with the history of the Europeans in Africa. Thus, 
periodization in African history by the early Eurocentric historians and colonial officials 
tended to focus on events that coincided with their intrusive arrival rather than events 
antedating them. Having this at the back of the mind, this article attempts to reconstruct 
ethnocultural history of three pastoral neighbors, the Turkana, Pokot, and Samburu, whose 
arrival, settlement, and coming into formal existence, predate the arrival of Europeans in 
Kenya. Although oral traditions and eyewitness testimonies are problematic, they are 
nevertheless key in corroborating post-colonial written accounts of origin, migration, and 
settlement of groups that contributed to the formation of the present-day Turkana, Pokot 

and Samburu societies. I am cognizant of the fact that not all the information found in 

writing or books should be taken to be historical truth; there could be a little bit of 

exaggeration, bias, or prejudice. Therefore, documented literature by Colonial 
Administrators, Colonial sociologists, European explorers, missionaries, and historical 
reconstructions even by African scholars themselves will not be accepted uncritically to get 
a reasonable insight back through the murkiness of time.  In addition to this, knowledge of 
the origin of place-names can shed light on the history and settlement of a people. In other 
words, place-names have the propensity of revealing the identity of those who settled in a 
place and when they did. The study of toponyms, therefore, can unveil important facts about 
the past, thereby yielding information concerning the history, religion, and civilization of 
the first occupants. By use of comparative linguistics, this article, in part, is a humble 
contribution to ethno-cartographical history of the Turkana through ‘deconstruction’ of 
Place-names in Samburu, West Pokot, and Baringo Counties. This is not an attempt to put 
up a case to reclaim places formerly occupied by the Turkana in the neighboring Counties, 
rather, it is hoped that this is going to help the Turkana people appreciate their 
ethnohistorical heritage beyond Kapedo, [Turkana land blatantly claimed by the Suk or 
Pokotoozek] and other such places claimed by Pokot. I will begin by giving a snapshot of 
the ethnocultural history of the three groups, and then followed by a table detailing the 
ethno-cartographical heritage of the Turkana arrived at by deconstructing place-names in 
West Pokot, Baringo, and Samburu Counties and finish with concluding remarks. 
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The Southern Limits of the Turkana: Ethno-Cultural History, Origin, Migration, and 

Settlement of three Pastoral Neighbors - the Turkana, Pokot, and Samburu 1700 – 2020 

 

By  

 

Boniface Korobe 

Introduction and Background 

 

Note on Orthography and Pronunciation 

The name ‘Turkana’ is a conventional Anglicization of ‘Ngiturkana’, used in English to refer 

to the people [sing./pl.], language, and land. The standard anglicized name ‘Turkana’ refers 

to all the people living in Turkanaland irrespective of their ethnicities. As such, to distinguish 

Turkana as members of an ethnic group, from Turkana as inhabitants [inclusive of foreigners] 

of Turkanaland the general rule of naming inhabitants from the name of their country shall 

apply. An American living in Turkana is American-Turkana [sing/pl], just as a resident of 

America is called American singular, Americans plural, again in the same way an African 

living in America is called African-American, etc.  

The use of the name ‘Turkana’ for people, land, and language in reference to Turkana 

ethnic group will remain to be so in this article and future texts written in English. The 

Turkana call themselves ‘Eturkanait, sing/Ngiturkana, pl.’, they call their land Turkan and 

their language Ngaturkana. In texts written in Turkana language, the word for people shall be 

‘Eturkanait sing./Ngiturkana pl’, Land is Turkan and language is Ngaturkana. In Kiswahili 

texts, the word for people is ‘Mturkana sing./Waturkana pl.’, land is ‘Turkana’ and the 

language is ‘Kiturkana’. It should be noted that the /ng/ sound in Turkana language is velar 

/n/ sound as in the English ‘hanger, singer’ and not as in ‘finger, hunger’. Some people write 

this sound with an apostrophe placed after /ng/, others alternatively spell it with the IPA 

symbol /ŋ/ to distinguish it from /ng/ sound as in English finger, hunger, or Kiswahili panga, 

pinga. Both Kiswahili and English do not use an apostrophe or other symbols after /ng/to 

disambiguate the two sounds yet people are still able to spell and pronounce these sounds 

correctly. In this regard, /ng/ as a consonant digraph, and in accordance with the fundamental 

rule of linguistics, which states that any sound in any given language must be written with as 

few letters as possible, both the velar and hard /ng/ sounds shall be written without an 

apostrophe. Example: Ngiturkana and not Ng’iturkana. Linguistically, the apostrophe has 

two functions: it marks possession, and it is used in contractions to indicate the place where 

the letters have been omitted. Continued use of apostrophe after /ng/ is a linguistic mistake 

and has to be corrected. The pronunciation of the two sounds will be determined by the 

meaning of the word they are a part of. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

History is taught in schools – so that children, at their young age, could be aware of what has 

transpired over the years and how it affected our society, culture, people, and life today. 

Fundamentally, history connects us to specific times, places and events that were significant 

milestones in our collective past. The knowledge about our ethnocultural history provides us 

with a sense of place, belonging, identity, and maintains continuity between our past and our 

present by preserving a trail of how we arrived at where we are, and who we are today. We 

know that there’s very little to be found in books regarding the prehistory of many ethnic 
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groups and those with oral information are dying off and yet we need this information for 

posterity. This article intends to take advantage of available archived historical accounts and 

oral sources to provide answers to questions about the history, origin, migration and 

settlement of the Turkana, Pokot and Samburu who inspite of being neighbors have continued 

to fight over livestock, land and land-based resources. Having a strong understanding of what 

has happened in our history helps us to have an informed understanding of what is currently 

happening in anticipation of what is yet to come. 

 

Origins 

 

Turkana 

The Turkana is a semi-nomadic agro-pastoralist group of Eastern nilotes living in Turkana 

County in Northwest Kenya, a semi-arid climate region sharing physical borders with Lake 

Turkana in the East, Pokot, Rendille and Samburu people to the south, Karimojong, Jie, and 

Dodoth of Uganda to the west, and Toposa and Nyangatom - Dongiro of South Sudan and the 

Nyangatom and Marile (Dasanac) of Ethiopia to the North. According to the National Census 

of 2019, they number about one million making them the second largest pastoral group after 

the Maasai, and top 10 majority in the republic of Kenya. Many of them live in Marsabit, 

Samburu, Baringo, Isiolo, and Laikipia counties.  
Historical and Social Anthropologists have classified the Turkana variously; A. N. Tucker 

classified them as the ‘Central Paranilotes’, Gulliver (1951 and 1952) classified them as ‘the Turkana 

speaking peoples’, and ‘Karamojong Cluster’ respectively. (Webster et al., 1973, Lamphear, 1992) 

classified them as Ateker Group of the Eastern Nilotic Language Family. They have previously been 

classified as a “Central paranilotic group”, “Eastern Sudanic”, “Nilo-Hamites” which means nothing 

to the people, or “Iteso-Turkana group” which also imprecisely suggests that this cluster of people 

descended from the Teso and Turkana tribes. Tony Barrett (1988) calls them the “Ngitunga group” 

which means all human beings.  

On account of origin folklore suggesting the entire cluster groups descended from the Jiye, 

Lokuruka (2006) proposes, they should be classified as “Jiye Cluster” rather than the “Karamoja 

Cluster”. The problem with this proposition is, origin myths are unreliable, they are oftenly based on 

half-truths, while others are inventions by those who tell them and hear them, and thus are 

unnecessarily a record of true events. As such, mythological origins should not be used as criteria for 

categorizing ethnolinguistic identities/groups. This linguistic cluster comprises the following people: 

Nginyangatom, Ngitoposa, Ngijie-Uganda, Ngijie-South Sudan, Ngidoso, Ngikarimojong - 

(Ngimatheniko, Ngibokora, and Ngipian), Ngiturkana and Ngiteso. These groups, Ngiteso 

excluded, have convenient linguistic gender prefixes (Ngi- and Nga-) for the people, and the 

language, and plurals for male and female genders.  

While the Teso and the neighboring cluster groups use the term ‘Ateker’ to refer to ‘Clan’, the 

Turkana and Northern cluster groups viz Jiye, Toposa, and Nyangatom use the word Ateker/Ateger in 

a different degree, to refer to a wooden water-trough for watering livestock and serving meat to men. 

Every family as management and socioeconomic unit owns an ‘Ateker’ or ‘Ngatekerin’. To be 

precise, their word for clan is Emacar Sing./Ngimacarin – Pl. Nonetheless, Ateker as a kinship 

term for clan may have originated from the use of Ateker/Ateger - manger, to designate the 

people who eat and drink from the same container, and whose livestock drink from the very 

container. The Turkana recognize two types of foreigners, namely; Emoit/Ngimoe lu a 

ebanyet [those of the shaving blade], and emoit lo/Ngimoe lu a Akwara [those of the spear]. 

Those of ‘ebanyet’ are peaceful foreigners with whom one can borrow a shaving blade to use. 

Those of the spear are enemies and deserve to die or be raided. Ngimoe lu a ebanyet, are in a 
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vague way treated like fellow Turkana and therefore can dine and drink with the Turkana 

from the same container - Ateker. This lends credence to the usage of Ateker in reference to 

these ethnoculturally and linguistically related groups of people with archaic ancestry.  
Now, therefore, for lack of a generic name for the cluster, and the sheer reason that the word 

Ateker catches the mood whenever it is mentioned to refer to the cluster groups, and also considering 

its wider acceptability and usage by the cluster scholars in the huge anthropological literature, the 

term ‘Ateker’ shall continue to be used in my write-ups to refer to all the eight cluster groups, 

namely: Ngiteso, Ngikarimojong – (Ngimatheniko, Ngibokora, and Ngipian), Ngijie, and Ngidoso 

of Uganda, Ngijiye, Ngitoposa and Nginyangatom of South Sudan, Nginyangatom of Ethiopia, and 

Ngiturkana of Kenya. Be that as it may, ‘related dialects’ are normally considered varieties of the 

same language if speakers of each variety have an inherent understanding of the other variety at a 

functional level, that is, can understand based on knowledge of their own variety without needing to 

learn the other variety.  

The linguistic distance between the ‘Ateso’ language and other ‘Ateker’ dialects is so great 

that, when a Teso speaks, a translator is required to pass the message to the other members of Ateker 

groups and vice versa. Based on low mutual intelligibility, and great linguistic distance between the 

‘Ateso’, and the rest of Ateker dialects, the latter of which are characterized by the common use of 

(ngi and nga) gender prefixes for the people, language, and plurals for male and female, I further 

classify Ateker groups into two: Ngi-Nga and non Ngi-Nga Ateker clusters. Non Ngi-Nga Ateker 

refers to Teso now calling themselves Iteso and not Ngiteso, due to the lose of convenient linguistic 

prefixes Ngi and Nga, and noun markers ‘E, L, for males, A, N for females’ among others. These 

gender prefixes characterize the remaining seven Ateker cluster groups of people by being common to 

all of them, includes all of them, and excludes all others. From now henceforth, I shall refer to these 

groups as the “Eastern Ngi - Nga Ateker Nilotes”. The use of common aspects of languages 

has been used in the past to classify languages into dialect clusters, and language families e.g. 

the Maa, and Bantu speakers, etc. 

According to some scholars, the name ‘Turkan’ is derived from ‘Aturkwan 

sing/Ngaturkanin pl.’ meaning caves reportedly found somewhere North of Loreng or along 

Tarac valley, claimed to be where the Turkana lived when they entered Turkanaland. The 

Turkana myth of origin is well documented in the Nayece’s legendary journey, in which a 

group of young Jie men hypothetically went to cattle camps and refused to return home, 

instead decided to settle there, and called themselves ‘Ngiturkana’.  

Written historical accounts of adjoining Ateker groups give some insights about the 

origin of the name ‘Turkan’ being east of Acholiland. According to J. G. Wilson (1970), in 

his ‘Preliminary Observations of the Oropom People of Karamoja’, expansion of the Luo 

into Acholiland sometimes in the 1600s caused a breakaway of a group who were initially 

known as Jie, who came from the vicinity of Gulu and latterly from the area around Madi 

Opei. And that, part of the group now calling themselves the Turkana came from the vicinity 

of a hill called ‘Got Turkan’, meaning the hill of Turkan. Here, the hill is named after the 

people living there, which suggests, the Turkana had established a corporate identity most 

certainly before they arrived in Acholiland, or during their stay there, or at least by the time 

they left Acholiland. ‘Got Turkan’ in Acholi nomenclature denotes that the hill is named after 

the people who resided there, and not them named after the hill, thus ‘the hill of Turkan’ 

means - the hill of people known as Turkan who lived there. This again points to the 

likelihood that the Turkana might have come with the name from elsewhere before entering 

Acholiland. Morphologically, the name Turkan is made of two morphemes: Tur- and -Kan.  
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‘Tur-’ is onomatopoeic for the sound produced by hammering something, and –Kan is 

the root word for ‘Akan’ – ‘hand’, and when put together, they become ‘Turkan’ meaning, 

those who hammer or the fist fighters. It is probable that the Jie and Turkana may have, as is 

characteristic of them, quarreled and fought over the scarce resources, and in the process 

named each other according to the peculiarities of their ways of fighting, with the Jie calling 

Turkana, “Turkan, or Ngi-Tur-kan” – the hammerers or the fist fighters, and the Turkana 

calling the Jie, ‘Ngi-jie’ – the fighting people”. The fact that the two sections lived in 

different vicinities east of Acholiland gives an impression that the two groups i.e., the one 

from Got Turkan (Ngi)Turkana and the one from Gulu (Ngi)Jie always maintained separate 

settlements - as will be witnessed later when they entered the ‘Maliri’ held territory in 

Northern Uganda. The Jie maintain that the Karimojong have never been part of them 

(Gulliver, 1952). Could this lead to a new hypothesis that, fragmentation of the original group 

took place in Sudan or Abyssinia! J. B. Wilson (1970) seems to suggest, the Karimojong 

were already in Southern Karimojong when the Proto-Jie or Proto-Mogos group entered 

Uganda through Adilang. Proto-Mogos or Proto-Jie group refers to the Eastern Ateker 

[primordial Ateker family] group which include the Turkana, Jie, Dodoth, Jiye, Toposa, and 

Nyangatom. 

This emerging finding controverts the commonly held claim e.g. by Emley (1927) 

among others about the Turkana deriving their name from caves – Aturkan sing/Ngaturkana 

pl. Gulliver (1951) was also dismissive of this same narrative of the origin and wrote as 

follows:  

 

Suggestion that the name is derived from the word for a cave, ‘Átukwen’ 

seems to have no more justification. The Tarash valley is supposed to have 

looked like a cave from the height of the escarpment. I cannot say that it does 

to me or to any Turkana that I know. No one ever told me this story. The 

Turkana themselves say that the ‘luarpolok’ – ‘the old ones’ or ancestors 

decided on the name. 

 

The Turkana are not a homogenous people with a simple history but rather a composite, 

a mixture of different ethnic groups (Lamphear, 1993). According to Anthropologists and 

cultural historians, the period from 1500 to 1850 seems to have been characterized by 

splitting, knitting, and shifting coalitions among the Ateker groups (MacCabe, 2004). Along 

the way, the Turkana made several contacts and admixtured with several agricultural and 

pastoral ethnic groups: Acoli – Ngikacoli, Woropom sometimes called Oworopom, 

Oyoropom or Oropoi – Ngiworopom, Nyangea – Nginyangea, Labwor - Ngitobur, Napore – 

Ngiporein, Teuso - Ngiteuso, Nyakwai – Nginyokae, Maliri - Ngimalire, Pokotoozek or Pokot 

– Ngiupe (J.G. Wilson 1970);  Samburu - Ngikor, and Siger - Ngisiger [a cultural 

confederation of Maa, Kalenjin and Cushitic dialect], Boran  - Ngiporon (Cf. Gulliver 1951, 

Lamphear 1993).  At the end of this period, the Turkana had set up an inimitable identity with 

a Transhumant and Agro-pastoral subsistence system dependent on raising domesticated 

animals, primarily cows combined with small-scale horticulture. 

Traditionally, the Turkana society comprises two loose groupings: the Ngimonea 

(bush dwellers)- a section of Proto-Mogos/Koten Ateker group, predominantly nomadic 

pastoralists, and the Ngicuro (valley dwellers), primarily farmers, who according to 

Nagashima Nobuhiro and Tony Barrett pre-existed arrival of Ngimonea division in 
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Turkanaland (J.G. Wilson 1970; Barrett, 1998). Each division is divided into territorial 

sections. However, there is disagreement among the scholars in the number of territorial 

sections (Ekitela sing./Ngitela Pl) making up Turkanaland. Gulliver (1951), R. Dyson-

Hudson and MacCabe (1985), and Lamphear (1992) suggest that there are 18 or 19 territorial 

sections. Muller (1989) feels they are fourteen only; (Dylan Hendrickson, et al.., 1996) state 

that there are “13 sub-tribes, each occupying a well-defined territorial subsection”; (Sarah 

Mathew and Robert Boyd 2011) think, “Turkana speakers are divided into 20 geographic 

groupings, called “territorial sections”. The greatest mistake some scholars make is to rely on 

the findings of others uncritically. None of them has dedicated time to reexamine the nature 

of the Turkana territorial sections and determine whether what was considered as a territorial 

section many years ago e.g. by Gulliver was actually a territorial section or not and whether 

these sections are still the same in number or have changed due to demographic, ecological 

and socioeconomic factors. The aim of Gulliver’s preliminary survey of the Turkana was to 

provide the British with information that would help with the administration of the people 

e.g. appointments of the chiefs in every territorial section as the Turkana did not have Chiefs 

the British used in other communities to rule the people indirectly. This may have informed 

the listing of neighborhoods as territorial sections to enable the British administration to 

appoint a big number of chiefs to administer the people effectively. For general knowledge, it 

should be noted that some territorial sections have large neighborhoods (Adakar 

sing./Ngadakarin pl.) known by particular names which may appear to an uncritical 

researcher as sub-sections or territorial sections altogether. Gulliver (1951) recorded about 

nineteen territorial sections. However, some of his sections namely; Ngimasuk, Ngingatunyo, 

Ngimam’mong, Ngikuniyae, Ngikajik were just large neighborhoods – Adakar 

sing./Ngadakarin pl. noticeable among the Ngikamatak and Ngibocoros, and considerably 

small enough to be regarded as territorial sections. These types of large neighborhoods are 

widely spread across Turkanaland and are known by special names within the territorial 

sections in which they exist. Examples are the Ngimamupolea of Tarac, Kadu and Ngide-a-

ngaberu of Ngikwatela, Ngipotipoko of Natiira among the Ngilukumong, Ngigiramuk and 

Ngigorokinyang of Ngibocoros territorial section. Others include the Ngimerimong among 

the Ngiwoyakwara, Ngimataperi among the Ngisiger, Ngisarico of Lomogol river among the 

Ngiyapakuno and Ngilepokaala concentrated around Loturerei area. Another example of 

huge neighborhoods among the Ngibilae which are mistaken for territorial sections are the 

Ngitaca [those who trap animals using ‘atac’ – a type of trap] and Ngikolio [those who trap 

animals using ‘akol’ – a type of trap].  

I have not included them in my classification as I consider them small enough to be 

considered as Ekitela/Ngitela. As far as am concerned, and in agreement with Muller (1989); 

(Dylan Hendrickson, et al.., 1996) and some Turkana professionals, there are about 13 

territorial sections in Turkanaland as listed below on Table 1. 
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Table 1: Territorial Sections 

      NGIMONEA      NGICURO 

      Non - Ngisir  

1. Ngikwatela 

2. Ngiyapakuno 

3. Ngisiger 

4. Ngijie 

      Ngisir 

5. Ngibocoros  

a) Ngikajik 

b) Ngikuniyae 

6. Ngiesetou  

7. Ngisonyoka 

8. Anyangataak(o) 

1. Ngilukumong 

2. Ngiwoyakwara 

3. Ngikamatak 

a) Ngimasuk 

b) Ngimam’mong 

c) Ngingatunyo 

4. Ngibilae 

a) Ngitaca 

b) Ngikolio 

c) Ngikotonya 

5. Ngikebootok 

 

Turkana is an acephalous society, meaning it does not have a centralized form of 

government. People are organized along age and generation-sets in which elders wield 

influence as parents, cattle owners, and herding unit heads. Juniors are related to the elders as 

sons and grandsons and serve as warriors and herders. Power is traditionally held individually 

by the family-head at the family level and collectively by elders at the Adakar level whose 

authority is bolstered by the generation and age-set system. 

 

Pokot  

The Pokot are an agro-pastoralist semi-nomadic group of highland nilotes classified as 

Kalenjin. The other sub-tribes of this group include Tugen, Terik, Sabaot, Marakwet, Keiyo, 

Kipsigis, and Nandi. According to the 2019 census, they number about 621,241. They live in 

West Pokot and Baringo Counties. The Pokot people can be divided into two groups; the Hill 

Pokot and the Plains Pokot. The Hill Pokot live in the rainy highlands in the west and the 

central south of the Pokot land and are both farmers and pastoralists (Kwonyike Moses Melil 

2018).  

The origin of the Pokot is not clear due to the absence of precolonial historical records. 

According to Pat Robins (2010), Joseph Thomson seems to be the first Westerner to 

personally encounter and write about the Pokot in 1884, in the account of his journey of 

exploration among the snowclad volcanic mountains and strange tribes of eastern equatorial, 

Africa. Unfortunately, he did not write anything about their origins. The second westerners to 

contact them were Count Samuel Teleki and Ludwig Vonhel who led the Austro-Hungarian 

expedition in 1888. According to his diary, their interaction with the Pokot was first friendly 

but when they refused to sell them food, what seemed a friendly relation ended with a bloody 

‘thieving excursion’ by Teleki’s caravan that left between 80 to 100 Pokot dead, and a large 

number of livestock captured (Robbins, 2010).  

However, some scholars think the Pokot were once part of a larger Nandi-speaking 

group in the Nile valley region (Robbins 2010). Wilson (1970) corroborates the same by 

holding that they are a breakaway section of the Malire tribe, a larger Kalenjin grouping that 

held the territory north of the present-day Karimojong region in the 16
th

 century, before the 

arrival of the Turkana from East Acholiland. At the time Beech (1911) was writing about the 

tribes and geography of Baringo, as far as the memory of man could go back, the Pokot 
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themselves unanimously agreed that there were always two original Suk tribes living on the 

Elgeyo escarpment. The names of these two tribes were Chok or Chuk, which is the Masai 

name for a short, sword-like implement worn by the hill tribes called Chuk or Chok, and 

Seker, which means ‘cowrie shells’. They were known to the British and Masai as ‘Suk’; to 

the Turkana, they were known as ‘Ngiupe’; their own name is Pokot.  

However, although the Pokot appear to be unanimous in tracing their origin to two 

tribes, history indicates that, like the Turkana, they are not a homogeneous group of people or 

a composite of just two tribes. The Pokot, so to speak, are a conglomerate of fugitive groups 

of people with whom they escaped obliteration by Turkana and other such-like tribes as the 

Laikipia Masai, who at some point in the 1850s raided and chased them out of Kerio valley to 

Kapukogh on the other side of river Tirkwel (Mervyn W. H. Beech, 1911). According to 

Mervyn, then a District Commissioner of Baringo, East Africa, the fugitives from the 

neighboring peoples such as Nandi, Karimojong, Samburu, Siger, Endo, continued to join the 

Pokot for a while as the rocky descent into the Kerio valley and Elgeyo escarpment offered 

them numerous natural fortresses and safe asylum. Once more, when, as it used to be, a group 

is seriously attacked and on the verge of elimination, it was characteristic for the survivors to 

escape to the rocky fortifications of the Elgeyo escarpment, which offered them optimal 

security from their enemies because of its inaccessibility. In this mixed community of 

refugees, the Nandi seems to have been the most influential element, since a language very 

like their own was adopted as the general speech (Mervyn W. H. Beech, 1911). Pokot 

language is thus a dialect of the Nandi language.  

The ‘Siger’ section of the Suk community is a remnant of (Ngi)Siger community of 

‘red people’ who fled obliteration by the Turkana from Moru Assiger (Moruapolon or Loima) 

in easterly and southerly directions.  Their escape might have been further intensified by 

Aoyate drought of the late 18th or early 19th century, which, according to (Lamphear, 1988) 

corresponds, with a centennial drought that swept across rift-valley and neighboring regions, 

remembered by western Ateker as Laparnat.  

The Siger section that fled southwards was further pushed by the Turkana up the Pokot 

hills to Marakwet escarpment, and later on to be incorporated by the Suk as the ritually 

important ‘Kacepkai’ clan (Lamphear, 1988). More fugitives and adventurers from Sambur, 

Rudolf, Moiven, Karamojong, Woropom, and Nandi joined and intermarried with the two 

original tribes, and thus the Suk nation was evolved (Mervyn, 1911). Beech goes on to say 

that, “this tradition is supported by the fact that amongst the Suk one finds an astonishing 

number of types; there every type is represented, from the tall, handsome Hamite, with 

almost perfect features, to the short, dwarf-like pigmy, with spread nose and bolting eyes”. 

He was convinced that the dwarf-like pigmy type of physique characterized the original Chok 

and Seker.  

During this time, much of what is now West Pokot County and parts of Baringo 

including the whole of Tiati constituency fell in the hands of the Turkana people who to date 

are their historical northern neighbors. Furthermore, from the reports provided by Mr. G. F. 

Archer, who was the Colonial Administrator for Baringo District, East Africa, there’s 

historical evidence that shows that, as of 1906, five tribes were represented in the Baringo 

District. “For, besides the Suk, Turkana, and Njamusi (Njemps), there are sections of the 

Kamasia and Elgeyo peoples” (Hobley, 1906) living in Baringo District. Hostile relations 

amongst the five tribes prompted Hobley to trace the history of the people inhabiting this 

stretch of the country during the last half-century – 1850. He found as follows: 
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Originally the whole of the valley from Lake Baringo to Loroghi was occupied 

by the Samburu, but, being frequently molested and raided by the Elburgo 

Masai, they gradually trekked away north to the neighborhood of Mount Nyiro 

for safety. The country was then left uninhabited for a while, till the Suk an 

offshoot of the Karamojo, and not of the common Laikipia stock who till this 

time had confined themselves to the country to the north-west of the Kerio 

River, began to work southwards, and were followed by the Turkana from 

Lake Rudolf. These two tribes came right down to Lake Baringo, the Suk 

keeping more or less to the western side, and the Turkana to the east, with the 

Ribkwa escarpment as the dividing line between the two, and after a while 

made a combined attack upon the Njamusi (a numerous people living at the 

south end of the lake), which was successful. 

 

Hobley’s findings revealed that by 1850 when the Turkana halted outward territorial 

expansion, the Turkana inhabited east of Lake Baringo while the Pokot inhabited the western 

side of the Lake with Ribkwa escarpment acting as the dividing line between the two tribes. 

 

Samburu 

The Samburu are a semi-nomadic pastoralist group of Nilotes living in Samburu County, but 

also resident in other parts of the country, namely: Laikipia, Isiolo, and Marsabit Counties 

(Wambua, 2009; Sperling 1987; Okumu 2016). Linguistically, they speak a dialect of the 

Maasai language. Their own name for the people is Iloikop, The word Samburu meaning 

people, and the dialect also referred to as ‘Burkeneji, Elokop, Lokop, Nkituk, Sampur, 

Sambur’ is claimed, to originate from the word Samburr which is the name for the livestock-

hide bags that the Samburu used for carrying meat (Okumu 2016). They are known as 

‘Ngisambur or Ngikor’ to the Turkana. Their origin is very difficult to ascertain. Be that as it 

may, the Samburu folklore says that they originated from ‘Wato’ – North, (Lesorogol 2002; 

Waweru 1992), somewhere south of the Ethiopian highlands covering Illeret on the eastern 

shore of Lake Turkana (Okumu 2016; Lemoosa 1998). Other historical accounts suggest that 

they originated from some three sections, one of which initially lived in the western part of 

Lake Turkana (Okumu 2016). When examining the origin and expansion of the Turkana, 

Lamphear (1988), appears to agree with Okumu by suggesting that, the Turkana first 

encountered the Samburu around the first quarter of the 19
th

 century somewhere around Mt. 

Pelekec, during the era of Ngiputiro territorial expansion. Ngiputiro is a generation of 

Turkana inaugurated in 1825 who due to lack of livestock started illegal families, hence the 

name Ngiputiro, whose mission for territorial expansion was to conquer neighboring groups 

and capture animals to legitimize illegal families as well as start legal marriages. 

 

The Turkana saw them as ‘red’ people, partly because of their lighter colored 

skins, and partly because they daubed their hair and bodies with reddish clay, 

they gave them the name ‘Kor’, the same term still applied to the Maa-

speaking Sampur (‘Samburu”.’)…they controlled most of the country 

stretching out before the Turkana to the east. 
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The Ngiputiro territorial expansion era coincides with the worst ecological disasters that 

swept northern Uganda and rift valley causing the breakup of Eastern Nilotic groups and the 

associated movement of proto-Turkana eastward toward lands inhabited by ancestral 

Samburu (Simpson Jr. et al., 2012). As the Turkana moved Southeast, they encountered other 

pastoral groups, some of which herded camels, most likely the (Ngi)Rantale - Rendille and 

(Ngi)poron – Borana. The Samburu traditions say that initial contacts were made with the 

Turkana during the 1823-37 initiations of the Kipayang age-set (Lamphear, 1992). This 

period corresponds very well with the 1825 inauguration of the Ngiputiro generation-set, 

which is the same period Ngiputiro led the expansion of Turkana territory (Lamphear, 1993).  

 

Migration and Settlement 

After a considerable period in Northern Acholiland, due to mounting ecological and 

demographic pressures, the Jie and Turkana settlements advanced eastwards, and entered 

Northern Uganda, a territory held by the Maliri tribe through Adilang. This must have been in 

the late 1600s. The Turkana set up their camp around Kotido while the Jie settled around 

Kabong. According to J. G. Wilson (1970), the succeeding events seem to have stemmed 

from the group of the Jie who originated from Got Turkan. In about 1720, during the 

initiation of the Ngipaalajomu generation (Lamphear, 1976), the Turkana, left Kotido and 

advanced eastwards placing extreme pressure to bear on the Maliri group around Koten, 

which in turn caused a break-up of the Maliri, – a Kalenjin speaking tribe, which occupied 

Northern Uganda splitting it into two: the Pokotoozek and Malire – Ngimalire (J. B. Wilson 

1970).  The first section still known as (Ngi)Maliri among the Karimojong, but known as 

(Ngi)Malire among the Turkana, Dassanach in Ethiopia, Gelluba among the Amhara and 

Shangilla elsewhere, moved further eastwards, settling themselves somewhere east of the 

Turkana escarpment (Mt. Timu), then Mt. Pelekec for a short period, before being pushed 

further eastwards. 

The second section calling themselves the Pokotoozek, the original (Suk) of the 

present-day Pokot, were pushed further southwards maintaining a rearguard contact with the 

Turkana through Nakiloro which lies on the lip of Turkana escarpment just north of Moroto 

Mountain. In the meantime, the area west of Mount Moroto was occupied by the 

Ngiworopom and Ngikarimojong, and so the Pokotoozek found themselves in unfriendly 

territory. They resided there for a short time and found the area indefensible and moved on 

again in a southerly direction, proceeding to the eastern side of the Cheromongit and 

Cherangani mountains finally branching off in the direction of Lake Baringo and Elgeyo 

Escarpment (Wilson, 1970). When this happened is conjectural, it must have been between 

[1720 and 1850], the period which the Turkana pushed the Pokot to their present territory. At 

the beginning of the initiation of Ngisuguru generation-set about 1760 (Korobe, 2021), the 

Turkana community which had just evolved from the fusion between ‘Ngimonea-Turkana’ a 

splinter group from Najie, and the ‘Ngicuro-Turkana’, a pre-existing group at the headwaters 

of Tarac River, believed to be a scion of agricultural Ateker, became aware of the existence 

of other peoples just to the east. Ecological and demographic pressures had also started to 

build up and the Turkana cattle camps began to push down the Tarac valley in search of new 

pastures upon which to graze their animals. In their search for good pasturelands they first 

encountered ‘red’ people (Samburu) and likening them with [Ekorot sing./Ngikor pl.] red 

pieces of meat removed from the side of a slaughtered animal, they called them Ngikor – 

[Ngikor is a Turkana name for the Samburu].  
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According to Gulliver (1951), the first line of Turkana territorial expansion begun 

from west of the original centre of the Turkana people i.e. Lower Tarac river, Kawalase river, 

and middle and lower Tirkwel basins with Pelekec, Northern and Eastern Loima, and South 

of Lokwanamoru mountains. This territorial expansion, as will be seen later, was not driven 

by the desire for land, self-determination, and statehood as some scholars seem to hold. On 

the contrary, it was triggered by ecological, demographic, socioeconomic, and cultural 

factors. Dry spells, loss of livelihoods called for restocking action and strategic modification 

of socio-political organization to conform with the strong ecological and demographic 

pressures the community was going through. As observed by Spencer (1978), the generation-

set system effectively pins down the youngest generation for a long period, thereby 

interfering with a natural process of social development associated with age and maturation. 

Delaying the inauguration of the younger generation into manhood prolongs their dependence 

on elders and at the same time reduces the number of competitors whom such elders have to 

contend with. In the struggle for survival, delaying the inauguration of generation-sets had 

become disadvantageous and thus something had to be done to rectify the problem.   

Furthermore, as noted by Lamphear (1976), “the generation-set (asapanu) 

organization had become somewhat irregular with a peculiar ‘alternation’ system developing, 

probably because of difficulties in communication between widely separated parts of 

Turkanaland”. The widely dispersed congregation of senior elders in disconnected parts of 

Turkanaland appears to have had little control over the exceptionally mobile and 

emphatically independent pastoralists. In an act of social systems engineering, the Turkana 

incorporated age-sets into generation-set-based system to allow for swift mobilization of 

fighters and mounting a two-pronged military formation when launching an offensive against 

enemy tribes.  

Motivated by the Samburu age-grade system which provided them fighting armies 

after every initiation period spaced at 13 years, the Turkana began to initiate youngsters aged 

about 20 into the two alternating generations-sets, viz Ngimoru and Ngirisae after every 4 – 5 

years. This meant that, after every four to five years, an age-set with a corporate identity 

exhibited in the name given them, graduates to manhood and joins the community’s fighting 

force. The Turkana age groups (age-sets) unlike those of the Jie were military units and a 

warrior had to be an initiated man (Gulliver, 19). For the Jie, initiation opens the way to 

potential ritual privileges and responsibilities, and its postponement is not socially harmful. 

To remove all the obstacles, more rules were relaxed, as one Turkana says, “The Turkana 

fought for food. What would the uninitiated eat if they just remained at home? In times of 

hunger, does the stomach differentiate between men” – (Lamphear, 1976).   

Many scholars marvel at how the Ngiputiro generation led a successful territorial 

expansion and why they paused it in 1850, with some alluding that, the Turkana territorial 

expansion was driven by the desire for land, military subjugation of neighbors, and 

militarization of the community. Lokuruka (2006) defers with this line of thinking and opines 

that, militarization, the desire for conquest, and nationalism, which historians claim 

motivated Turkana territorial expansion, have no philosophical basis as far as Ngiturkana are 

concerned, and that Ngiturkana did not have political or administrative structures suitable to 

carry out conquest and strategies to govern the conquered territories. According to him, 

Turkana territorial expansion was basically powered by advancing Abyssinian expansionism 

and the gun trade that may have expanded the rate and modified the traditional ways of 

struggle for scarce natural resources between the Ngiturkana and adjoining groups. This is 
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true to the extent that, acquisition of the gun increased the Turkana fighting power, which in 

turn gave them an overall advantage over their adversaries. Be that as it may, the success in 

part was due to the successful social systems engineering that altered the Turkana social 

organization, from a purely generation-set system to a blend of generation-set and age-set 

system. This was a conscious and creative adaptation perhaps inspired by the age-grade 

system of the maa-speakers encountered during the expansion, which allowed for more 

efficient mobilization of young fighting men (Lamphear, 1988).  

The role of age-sets in military matters in highly decentralized societies like Turkana 

cannot be overemphasized. Ritter (1980) argues that, such societies are habitually engaged in 

violent conflict with the neighboring tribes, and that their seasonal kin groups considerably 

vary in size and composition, making it hard for descent groups (lineages and clans) to rely 

on their dispersed male members. Under such circumstances, these societies resort to Age-set 

system as a means to quickly congregate their fighters whenever defense, retaliatory, 

preemptive, and predatory military activities are required. The second dynamic that 

perpetuated Turkana territorial expansion, was the extreme need to restock themselves after 

suffering huge losses due to the effect of the ‘Aoyate’ drought of the early 18
th

 century and 

late 19
th

 century. Following successful raids, the Turkana incorporated huge numbers of 

conquered groups into their fighting armies, hence the need for more rangelands and reliable 

water sources both for the people and for livestock.  

Lamphear sums up by saying that the Turkana nature of pastoralism was responsible 

for territorial expansion. “With their characteristic mobility and fluid frontiers, constant 

interethnic contacts and assimilations were in-built into these systems, and, because of the 

extreme vulnerability of livestock to a host of catastrophes, they were inherently unstable” - 

(Lamphear 1988). He argues that incredible pressure could be caused both when the herds 

became enormous for available resources and when there were too few animals to support the 

human population, as such, any endeavor to take care of one of the issues rapidly could 

prompt the other, creating an endless loop. This process carried with it a growing momentum, 

which put serious pressures on groups of strangers some of whom after seeing themselves 

incapable of surviving as an independent community decided to become Turkana all at once.  

Considering sociocultural factors which are significant in an interaction, at that point, 

expansion of the Turkana in certain territories presumably involved the large scope 

absorption of adversaries who 'Became Turkana' even with the intensifying pressures instead 

of any immediate intrusion of a given region by the Turkana (Lamphear, 1988). The 

emergence of semi-mythological leaders e.g.  Angirokol and Apatepes said to have been 

leaders of all the Turkana before the 1825 era of territorial expansion, Lokerio Apatepes who 

is said to have led the expansion towards the lake, Lokorijem Atol, and Kokoi Loolel among 

others, further reinforced military activities that contributed to the territorial expansion of the 

Turkana. For instance, one diviner associated with the origin of camels saw strange animals 

around Mt. Pelekec and told his people:  

 

On mountains where we always see fires burning there seem to be animals like 

giraffes, but with humps on their backs. I would like some of you to go there 

and bring one of the young ones back here. 

 

When the Ngiputiro generation came of age, they found themselves in a very 

awkward situation that, there was no livestock to marry and establish legal families. The 
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whole of Turkanaland was in a sorry state of affairs following the ‘Aoyate’ [long spell] 

drought. According to chronological reckonings based on the age-set system, there was a 

massive drought, which afflicted much of the rift valley region and western Ateker groups of 

western Uganda. Consequently, at their inauguration in 1825, and still after attaining proper 

age for marriage, there was no livestock to pay bride-wealth, and so, they began to set up 

illegal families against the tradition, and produced illegitimate children, who according to the 

customary law belong to the women’s fathers and not their biological fathers. This is to say, 

during the time when they did not have livestock, Ngiputiro produced children for other 

families, yet the primary purpose of every marriage is for a man to establish his own family - 

‘Cooperative Unit’ and produce his own children for socioeconomic purposes and 

continuation of his patronymic affiliation.  

Furthermore, the fact that illegitimate children are normally looked down upon by 

their legitimate coevals because of the irregularity of their coming into existence, added salt 

to injury. Over and above this, Turkana are naturally a proud people. No man wishes to be 

born an Eputiroit/Ngiputitro, or live producing children for other families because of lack of 

livestock. It was therefore expedient for the Ngiputiro to correct this anomaly by raiding 

adjoining groups to acquire livestock to regularize the illegal marriages they had established 

as well as set up legal families and once again produce legal children. This was facilitated by 

a steady flow of spears from the Jie as one Turkana quoted by Lamphear explained, “All 

these people were defeated and driven with spears made by Labwor and brought to us by our 

Jie friends”. Consequently, the Turkana embarked on coordinating larger armies to attack and 

acquire animals from the neighboring groups.  

Displacement, capture, and assimilation of inhabitants and acquisition of livestock 

and pasture fields accompanied successful raids. As they advanced northwards, they raided 

and displaced the Toposa from Mt. Songot and Mt. Mogila and pushed them up to Kopoeta 

their homeland in South Sudan. They raided and expelled the Marile, first through Moru-a-

eris, and then Lapur ranges to their present homeland, and probably their original cradleland 

around the Omo valley in southern Ethiopia, that is Omorate, Kaalam, Locuc, Tultale, and 

Namoruputh. At the same time, the Siger - Ngisiger [Confederacy of Cushites Kalenjin and 

Maa-speakers] and possibly Woropom – Ngiworopom were being raided and expelled from 

Moru Assiger. Those who fled to the east fell into very dry areas of Moru-a-eris and a 

number of them died on the way that there is still a place called ‘Kobosan’ [the rotten place] 

on the eastern side of Moru-a-Eris. The survivors of this group were pushed further by the 

Ngiputiro generation, to the head of Lake Turkana where they formed the Ngikapelo section 

of the developing Dassanach - Marile community. Many were assimilated by the Turkana and 

formed new territorial sections, namely:  

Ngibocoros and Ngisiger, and still contributed to the formation of new clans: 

Ngisiger, Ngisalika, and Ngingolereto (Cf. Lamphear, 1993; Wilson, 1970). The Dongiro 

also known as Nyangatom were pushed from east of Mt. Songot and west of Lokwanamoru 

and confined north of Nakuwa River. The Dodoth and Karimojong encroaching settlements 

were pushed from Oropoi, Natiira, and Songot up Timu escarpment back to their present 

locations in Uganda. At the same time, the Karimojong settlements at the upper Tarac river, 

western of Mt Loima, Kospir river, and east of Tirkwel river, were expelled from the area and 

pushed to the area west of Mt. Moroto. The Northern, western and Eastern territorial 

expansion of the Turkana will be a subject for another day, as this present paper is 

specifically concerned with the Southern limits of the Turkana people. 
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Expansion to the East and South came at a time the Turkana were assuming a new 

collective identity focused on the figure of Lokerio the diviner, the son of Apatepes. It is clear 

that by this time the Ngimeturana diviners had replaced the elders as directors of the Turkana 

military system (Lamphear, 1988). Much larger and better-coordinated armies now attacked 

the Samburu and other enemies most of them weakened by series of epizootics beginning in 

the late nineteenth century, and Turkana expansion rolled forward once again into the areas at 

the extreme southern end of Turkana.  At the same time, the second series of [Maasai] wars 

were beginning to push the Samburu following the famous famine of 1836, which is known 

to have affected many parts of East Africa (Simpson et al 2014). Maasai sources remember 

the Kidotu age-set (ca. 1821–1841) for the severe drought and the many cattle raids that 

ensued to replenish herds lost during the drought.  

 

The embryonic Samburu decided to move. They quit their pastures north of 

Lake Baringo and on Lorroki and trekked to the northeast. This allowed the 

Maasai and Turkana, who had allied with the Pokot, to fill the vacuum the 

pastoralists left in their wake. The Samburu sought refuge for their community 

and grazing land for their herds on the slopes of Marsabit, Kulal, and Ngiro 

and further north between Lake Turkana and Chew Bahir in a place they 

called Wato (Simpson, Waweru 2014).   

 

According to Simpson, the just evolving Samburu community in the ensuing period 

continued to experience more challenges and had to delay for some three decades seeking 

refuge in highland areas and southern Ethiopia, and by 1867, appeared to have crystallized 

into a distinct community while interacting with the Turkana and other neighbors at the 

southern ends. In the meantime, the Turkana who had already established corporate identity 

and who by 1850 were occupying Elbarta River, which served as their Southeastern boundary 

with the Samburu (Lamphear, 1992) were by this time occupying Loiyangalani, parts of 

Kulal, Ngiro, and Elbarta plains.  

In the late 1870s, two occurrences badly weakened most of the societies competing 

with the Turkana for access to these areas south of the Lake. Firstly, several maa-speaking 

‘Ilokop’ communities, which had been raiding the area, were handed crushing defeats by 

pastoral Maasai ‘civil wars’ (Lamphear, 1992). The same is documented by Water (1976) as 

the ‘Iloikop wars’ of the 1870s. Further to the northwest, the Suk and Turkana were pressing 

inwards” (ibid., 1976), with the Turkana encroaching the Samburu grazing fields at the 

Northern side of Lake Baringo. At the same time, the cattle of all the inhabitants of the 

eastern Lake Turkana basin with the exception of the Turkana were beset by the Pleuro-

pneumonia epizootic, which decimated the herds (Joseph Jomsom, 1885).  

To the south, the Turkana continued raids on Samburu and other enemies, namely: 

Rendille, Borona, and Pokot most of whom had been weakened by a series of natural 

disasters and cattle epizootics of the 19th century. Robbins (2010) notes that in 1890 

rinderpest caused widespread losses throughout the eastern and southern African plains 

decimating the Karimojong and Turkana herds. This was followed by a disease of small 

stock, then a locust infestation and drought. Earlier on in 1899, small fox had swept through 

the east African plains weakening all the pastoralists living on the plains. For the hill Pokot, 

this was time for them to descend and expel weakened groups, and for the Turkana, it was 

time to raid them (Pokot) and scoop their losses. The Turkana offensives commenced and 
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continued to roll forward and forward into places beyond the extreme southern ends of 

Turkana.  

One can find evidence for these events in the writings of British officials. Hobley 

(1906) wrote that, originally, the whole of the valley from Lake Baringo to Loroghi was 

occupied by the Samburu, but, being frequently molested and raided by the Elburgo Masai, 

they gradually trekked away north to the neighborhood of Mount Ngiro for safety. Dundas 

(1910) declared that the pressure from the Turkana and the Pokot pushed the Samburu 

herders to the north to the highland region and the Elbarta area. Dundas recounted that the 

proto-Samburu were overwhelmed by a Maasai raid on Nginyang that left the survivors prey 

to the combined forces of the Turkana and the Pokot. Many of the proto-Samburu sought 

refuge with the Chamus, while others were absorbed by the Turkana and Pokot or became 

hunter-gatherers on Lorroki. Colonel James MacDonald, who led the well-known Nile 

Expedition from 1897 to 1899, recorded that ‘‘the Suk [Pokot], pressed forward by the 

Karamojo [Turkana], were driven into the mountainous country between Rudolf and Baringo, 

and the Samburu were thus separated and weakened.’’  

Citing Stigand (1910), Okumu (2016) demonstrates that, “the contest between the 

Turkana and Samburu over grazing lands in Samburu County might have begun in the late 

1800s when members of the Turkana community moved to Baragoi due to drought”. Captain 

Chauncey Hugh Stigand, a British army officer, colonial administrator, and big game hunter, 

in his book titled, ‘To Abyssinia through an unknown land: an account of a journey through 

unexplored regions of British East Africa by Lake Rudolf to the kingdom of Menelek. J.B. 

Lippincott’ gives an account of a dispute over the grazing field between Turkana and 

Samburu living in Baragoi, which was brought before him for arbitration. Here below is the 

excerpt of his verdict: 

 

Therefore I say to you, Turkana, you must not cross this stream and build your 

kraals on the same side as the Samburr, and I charge you, Samburr, that you 

do not move your kraals likewise to the west side of the stream. “Now, this is 

my decision: You, the Samburr, graze your cattle on the east side of Baragoi, 

and when you come to water, approach from the east, and water your cattle 

from that side, and do not let even one lamb cross over to drink from the other 

side, You, the Turkana, graze your cattle on the west side, and likewise water 

from that side, and not one man or animal must cross to this side.” Now as to 

grazing grounds, take this stream as your boundary, and after the stream take 

this big tree of Baragoi and the rocky peak of doinyo ngiro you all see before 

you, and let this line be a boundary to you that neither tribe may cross to the 

other side (Stigand 1910: 82-83). 

 

Intertribal warfare continued amongst the neighboring groups with the Turkana always being 

blamed for instigating the fights. In 1909, the British established a military post on the Kerio 

River from which it was hoped that the military units of the Kings African Rifles (K.A.R.) 

could operate efficiently to subdue the Turkana and stop intertribal warfare and raiding 

(Gulliver, 1951). One year later, most likely under the principle of divide and rule, 

“Turkanaland was created a separate administrate District in 1910” (Gulliver, 1951) leaving 

thousands of the Turkana people spread in different colonial administrative districts, namely: 

the present-day Marsabit, Samburu, Isiolo, and Baringo Counties.  
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The Turkana were not conversant of these colonial administrative boundaries and 

went about roaming with their animals as far as grazing fields could take them. For instance, 

in 1911, the southern Turkanaland had been beset by a severe drought, and attention was 

focused on the Samburuland. Once again, now under the leadership of Ebei the war leader, 

the Turkana raided Elbarta plain and this time captured most of it (Lamphear, 1976). 

Narratives indicate that Ebei alias Apalokwaris – his ox-name, was a distinguished war leader 

with great prowess on raids. He was so famous that enemies reportedly would flee even at the 

sound of his ox-name yelled out in battle. He was the military leader of Ngiruru, a standing 

army that fought the enemy tribes and the British. In 1913, Ebei continued disobeying the 

British by leading his armies against the Samburu, driving them entirely out of the lands 

south of Lake Turkana and then attacking them and their Rendille allies east of the lake 

threatening the Administration’s lines of communication between Marsabit and Loiyangalani. 

After this, he directed his armies to the Pokot and forced them back to the country of 

Kamasia.   

The establishment of European rule, which tended to protect weak tribes and check 

the violence, and consequently the predominance of the strong, interrupted obliteration of the 

Pokot by the Turkana. As Captain Masterman, a Colonial administrator once recorded his 

opinion about the Turkana, “if the Turkana had their own way, [they] would wipe the Suk 

[Pokot] off the face of the earth”. Therefore, when discovered they [Suk] were probably a 

tribe in process of formation, which if left on their own to crystallize naturally, they would 

have disappeared like the ‘Losigela’ Masai or at least had less unity, very deficient in military 

organization, administration and weaker than their neighbors (Beech 1911), to protect them, 

the British in 1907 quashed Maasai raids on them (Robbins, 2010).  

A decade after the onset of British administrative activity in 1910, the southern 

grazing grounds of the Pokot was alienated for European farms. Throughout the colonial 

period, West Pokot was a "closed" district, a status consistent with its role as a buffer 

between the northernmost reaches of the ‘White highlands,’ the name given to Kenya's 

European-settled areas, and the shifting frontiers of Turkana. 

The British played a significant role in the second wave of Turkana expansion and 

dispersal to foreign territories. In Samburu and Marsabit, although the colonial administration 

found the Turkana already living in those districts, they were singled out as foreigners living 

in Samburu and Rendille territories. They were treated as second class citizens who were 

allowed limited access to livestock rangelands and water sources. Willis Okumu (2016) 

writes that Mr. Kittermaster, who administered the area from Barsaloi, is recorded to have 

sent away the Turkana from El Barta grazing fields due to their constant quarreling with the 

Samburu in 1912. Still, colonialists were later convinced that apart from the fact that they 

found the Samburu and Turkana within the Baragoi grazing fields, the Turkana although 

deemed to be “outsiders” would remain in Baragoi but under the following stringent 

conditions in regards to grazing: 

 

That they were not to go to the grazing or waters on Nysheshe [today called 

Naisischo] or those under the Mathews Range. That they could water on the 

Goligoli River (Baragoi river) and graze their stock at no point more than two 

hours to the South of this River on the Elbarta plains. That they could use the 

water at Lesorgoi if they did not interfere with the Wandorobo Samburu who 

watered there on occasions. That they could go as far North as Laisamis 
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beyond Lalerok but must not go as far as Sarima which water was reserved for 

the Government and the Rendille camel men. That they were not to visit or 

graze the slopes of Mt. Nyiro or Kulal. That they were to act as a buffer for 

raids and protect the Rendille, El Molo Wanderobo, or Samburu. That if they 

failed in any of these provisions they should remember that even though they 

have the right to graze in El Barta in the eyes of the Government it was 

Samburu country and they would be turned out at any time should they prove 

to be troublesome That they were not to have any other Turkana as they would 

be given no further grazing grounds in the N.F.D. 

 

Whenever the Turkana conducted a reciprocal raid, the British confiscated large herds of 

cattle and small stock to compensate the so-called protected or friendly tribes. Kolitiang who 

had established a steady reputation by using a certain type of leaf to predict diseases and 

instigate successful raids had become convinced that it would be sheer folly for the Turkana 

to cooperate further with the British administration. Since the British did not have their own 

livestock, which the Turkana could raid in return, the Turkana sought to increase their raiding 

of those who had come under British administration: the Pokot, Samburu, and some of the 

Karimojong tribes. This was immediately followed by flat refusals to pay hut-taxes by 

followers of Kolitiang and Ebei - the war leader. Arrests and imprisonment of diviners and 

war leaders e.g. of Kolitiang, Lobuin Asenengimoe, Kokoi, Akalees, etc did not have the 

anticipated ‘pacifying effect on the Turkana, instead this perpetuated raids against the Pokot 

and Samburu pushing them further and further afield. Reprisals flared with the assassination 

of colonial chiefs accused of collaborating with the British. This began with the spearing of 

Loburimoe, a former Ngikamatak war leader, followed by Ngisekona, unpopular Ngikamatak 

chief, then the murder of Chaki a Ngibilae Chief, and then the assassination of Alukumor 

who was killed by Kokoi’s men in 1914 for cooperating with the British (Lamphear, 1976). 

To the British, this was an act of civil disobedience and bad manners and so the 

Turkana continued to be blacklisted and branded as the wrong ones in the colony and were 

always blamed for raids conducted by others. Mr. Crampton, the Political Officer, who 

accompanied punitive expeditions against the Turkana, estimated the fighting force of the 

Turkana as 25,000 spearmen and 1,000 riflemen. He wrote that “The Turkana is the finest 

fighting man in East Africa, the nature of his country and the nomadic life he led tending to 

make him a fine, hardy savage whilst not possessing the fanatical contempt of death of some 

tribes he did not hesitate to expose himself when worthwhile”. H. H. Austin who led the first 

official British expedition into Turkanaland in 1898 too had great disdain for the Turkana. He 

categorized them as “treacherous tigers with whom it was useless to try and maintain friendly 

intercourse with”. From their earliest contacts with the Turkana, the British began building up 

a negative image of the Turkana as a truculent, expanding society with whom conflict would 

be likely.  

To protect weaker ethnic groups that had come under the British administration and 

considered to be cooperative, the British set up military posts in strategic locations to deal 

specifically with the Turkana. According to Barber (2006), the primary tasks of the military 

administrators were to maintain order and security. They were to pacify the country; protect 

the friendly tribes (Samburu, Pokot, and Karimojong); punish raiders (Turkana), suppress the 

Abyssinian arms traffic, and disarm border tribes (Turkana). To this end, between 1914 and 

1918 five major patrols went out, one of which was a joint affair by the governments of 
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Kenya and Uganda, and one organized by the governments of those two colonies together 

with that of Sudan with the cooperation of the K.A.R. and the Sudan equatorial force 

(Gulliver 1951). According to Gulliver, a government sociologist hired to study the Turkana, 

the 1915 police patrol killed more than 400 Turkana and captured over 19,000 head of cattle 

as well as a large number of small stock.  

Determined with the resistance against the British, Kokoi Lowolel [the diviner] began 

sending massive raids to the south under the leadership of Ebei and some of his lieutenants. 

According to Lamphear (1976), with Armies as large as three thousand men, Ebei attacked 

the Pokot, Karimojong, and Dodos during the first half of 1917. The British reaction to the 

onslaught was one of sheer panic, especially when large numbers of terrified Pokot came 

flooding back onto the white highlands farms of European settlers to the south. Suddenly, it 

was feared that the Turkana would swallow up these areas reserved for white settlement 

(Lamphear, 1976). Consequently, Turkanaland was declared a military district the same year, 

1917. With the winding down of operations in German East Africa, Kings African Rifles 

(K.A.R.) units (including one composed of ex-askaris of General Paul Emil von Lettow-

Vorbeck) were reassigned to Turkana district.  

In 1918, the largest punitive expedition against the Turkana, famously known as the 

‘Turkana patrol or Labur patrol of 1918’, was mounted by a combined force of 5,000 men 

composed of troops from Sudan, Kings African Rifles, levies, and fighters drawn from tribes 

antagonistic to the Turkana, namely: Pokot, Samburu, and Karimojong. The force was 

equipped with “heavy weapons including machine guns, mortars, and a field gun” 

(Lamphear, 1976). Thousands of Turkana livestock and weapons were seized and the Pokot 

were glad to assist the British in the effort and some of their families started to move 

westward and settled on previously dangerous areas settled by the Turkana. Between January 

– April 1918, 200 Turkana were killed and over 2,000 head of cattle rounded, and many 

thousands of sheep and goats were captured, again in May 1918, 146 Turkana and 

Abyssinians were killed and 3000 cattle captured (Collins, 1961). This patrol in a great way 

weakened the Turkana military power making them an easy target of antagonistic 

communities supported by the British. 

From the available historical accounts and linguistic evidence, the Turkana seem to 

have occupied much of West Pokot and Baringo as early as 1850. Hobley (1906), noted that 

“the raid on the Njamusi must have taken place about forty years ago at Lakasissio; the old 

chief of Njemps was then a ‘laioni’ and is interesting as showing that at that time the Turkana 

were occupying the very part of the country to which they are now anxious to return”. Forty 

years from 1906, when Hobley was writing ‘The Geography and People of the Baringo 

District of the East Africa Protectorate’, takes us to about 1860, short of 10 years to the date 

given by (Lamphear, 1976) as the time when the Turkana halted territorial expansion in all 

the frontiers.  
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See the photographs below.  

                

 

        Source of Photograph:  The Geographical Journal, 28(5), 471-481. 

 

The name captioned as Ajigwa is misspelt, the correct spelling is ‘Achuka’ Lomong’rira, 

the first Turkana colonial Chief in Southern Turkana. Father to Abong Achuka, a powerful chief 

of the early Nineteen twenties, a great grandfather to Madam Stella Lochodo and Sarah 

Lochodo, the current Chief of Kainuk Location.   
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Source of Photograph:  The Geographical Journal, 28(5), 471-481. 
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Source of photograph: Social media 

Eric von Otter was appointed with the chief Aijigiwa and his son. Aijigiwa 

(Achuka) was the first Turkana leader who declared….that he stood on the 

English side, now he was old and wanted to surrender the office of the chief to 

his youngest son. “Kallosia, at the Kerio River in august 1922” 

 

Deconstructing Place-names 

Generally, names are of immense significance in African societies. Toponyms fulfill the task 

of identifying localities thereby distinguishing them from one another (Ormeling, 2007). As 

an enduring legacy, toponyms are revered by the people for their cartographic, cultural, 

ethnographic, social, historical, linguistic, economic, political, spiritual, intellectual, 

scientific, and geographical significance (Uluocha, 2015). Although the basic function of 

names has been that of providing a useful label to things so that they can be differentiated, 

they however also have sentimental, literary, religious, and cultural significance (Snodia et 

al., 2010). Place-names are required in everyday business. On a daily basis, we use them to 

describe our surroundings and to tell others where we have been or where we plan to go.  

Geographical names are used to explain places and events. They are also useful as brand 

names, as symbols, for educational purposes, for transportation, as a symbol for sovereignty 

(if the names are in your language, the area should be yours). More so, they serve as 

cartographic labels that can be used for orientation, navigation, recreation, and reference 

points. Besides, place-names link us to the landscape, and by so doing give useful insight into 

a people’s traditional way of life. Geographical names are equally a great repository of 
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knowledge; invaluable geographical, historical, and socio-cultural knowledge is stored in 

them.    

The basic principle of naming places among the Turkana is to name a place after (1) a 

person (2) a situation/happenings (3) an event (4) phenomenon (5) anything people remember 

about the place (Korobe, 2018). The same principle applies to the naming of people. Due to 

the nature of the Turkana language which has grammatical gender, majority of place names 

have gender prefixes (a, na, ngi for female genders, i for neuter genders, and e, lo, nya, nga 

for male genders). Those that do not have gender prefixes have word ‘roots’ which indicate 

the verb, adverb, or adjective from which they are derived from, in addition to the 

circumstances surrounding the naming. Some names are contractions of phrasal nouns. For 

example, Moru a ngikujit when contracted becomes – (Morukujit, Lokujit, Lotikujit), Moru a 

ngibuin becomes – (Kobuin, Lobuin, Lotibuin), Ayanae a ngibuin becomes (Nabuin), Akope 

a ngataruk is (Kotaruk, Kangataruk, Nataruk), Nayanae a ngimeyena is Nameyena etc. The 

toponym Kaapedo is derived from the verb ‘Akiped’ that means to pierce, or the verbal noun 

Apedot/Apedosit, - a hole. It should be noted that the most important element in the toponym 

Kaapedo, is the word root (-Ped-) which means ‘to pierce’, ‘to perforate’, ‘to prick’ etc. in 

Turkana language. Furthermore, verbal place-names can be derived by prefixing and 

suffixing aspect and locative markers (Ka-, Ko-, Ni-, Lo-, Na-, and -ot, -or, -sit, -et, -o, on, - 

ar) to conjugated forms of the verb. Common place-names derived from ‘Aki-ped’ include 

Ka-Ped-or, Na-Ped-et, Ka-a-Ped-o, Lo-ped-ot, Na-ped-ed, Na-ped-o-sit, Na-ped-ot, Na-ped-

on, etc. According to the inhabitants of Kaapedo, and lately Mr. Titus Lokorikeju, the 

geographical location called Kaapedo is named after a big stone with a hole 

(Apedot/Apedosit), located less than a Kilometer south of Kaapedo centre.  

In contrast, the Pokot use the Nandi prefixes Kip, Chep, & C., in place-names, and do 

not distinguish gender or size. Table 2 below is a toponymical deconstruction of place-names 

of Turkana origin in Baringo and West Pokot to provide an outlook of the ethnocultural 

history of the Turkana people in the neighboring counties. 
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Table 2: Deconstructing places-names in Samburu, West Pokot, and Baringo Counties 

Place Name Derivation Meaning 
Similar Names in  

Turkana 

1 Lorokon Erokon Named after the shape of the rocky 

Tirkwel gorge enclaves, which 

look like an adze (Erokon). The 

locative prefix (Lo) replaces the 

noun prefix (E) thus Lo+Rokon → 

Lorokon, meaning ‘to the Adze’. 

- Lokori 

- Lokichar 

- Lokwamosing 

- Lochaakula 

- Lomelo 

- Lotongot 

2 Morkwijit Emoru, 

Ngikujit 

Moru-a-ngikujit, or Morukujit, that 

is, ‘The hill of chyme’, named after 

the green scenery which looks like 

the stomach contents of an animal 

- Moruongor 

- Morulem 

- Morupus 

- Morulingarengan 

3 Nakwijit  Na, Ngikujit The place Ngikujit (Chyme) - Natambusio 

- Nakecicioko 

- Naoros 

4 Morupus Emoru, Lo,  

- pus 

Lo-moru Lopus, Morupus, 

meaning to the grey/green 

mountain 

- Morukirion 

- Moruongor 

5 Tiati Etiyate Derived from the verb 

Atiyare/atiyaun etc. They are 

descending. (Action nouns/verbal 

nouns) 

- Takaniosin 

- Nayepunetebu 

- Naramam 

- Lokiyoto 

- Teremukus 

6 Kisiaunet Akisiaunet The instance of getting to 

someplace before everyone else is 

called Akisaunet. Kisiaunet is a 

distortion of this verbal noun 

- Nakululumaet 

- Nakoriyek 

- Kacaimeri 

-  

7 Mogotio Amugit, 

Etio 

A distortion of Amugit-a-etio 

(which is a description of gourd), 

or anglicization of the same by 

European writers. 

- Mugur 

- Mogos 

- Moruto 

 

 

8 Amaler  Derived from character adjective 

Amalerer (going berserk), emaler, 

Lomaler, Namaler 

- Amolem 

- Akoret 

9 Amolem Emong, 

Elem 

Combination of the words Emong, 

(bull) and –Elem (hornless), 

meaning the place of a hornless 

bull 

- Lomolem 

- Lotilem 

- Anyangalem 

- Amatalem 

10 Kapenguria 

 

 

Kape,  

-Kuria 

It is a combination of ‘Kape’, 

which means ‘go’ and ‘Kuria’ 

which means ‘to secure’ written as 

Kapekuria meaning ‘to go and 

secure’. This was a strategic base 

- Domongura 

- Towoliyokori 

- Domoruk 

- Bokoruk 

- Kapelingura 
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Place Name Derivation Meaning 
Similar Names in  

Turkana 

from where the Turkana fought to 

prevent the displaced Pokots from 

encroaching Turkana grazing 

grounds.  

- Kaapeungoria 

- Rukongoria 

11 Nasolot Na, Esulut Derived from a combination of 

Esulut – slippery/soft and locative 

prefix (na) i.e. Na+-sulut → 

Nasulut. Nasolot is a distortion of 

Nasulut by the Pokot due to the 

challenge of pronouncing 

Ngaturkana or anglicisation of the 

same by European writers. 

- Nakoriyek 

- Nakoret 

- Nayengiyeng 

- Naoros 

- Nakwamoru 

- Malimalite 

12 Ngikinyang Akinyang This is derived from Akinyang or 

Ngikinyang, which mean Crocodile 

for Turkana and Samburu 

respectively. Such name is given 

due to the presence of the animal in 

the area 

- Kotorak 

- Nataagilae 

- Kokuruka 

13 Kacheliba Kachil, ba Derived from the words ‘Akichil’ – 

to tear/cut and ‘ba’ which is an 

exclamation ‘and so you have 

scratched me!’ - Kachil+ba → 

Kachiliba. Someone made the 

remarks and the place is 

remembered for the remarkable 

expression 

- Kangalita 

- Kangatosa 

- Karach 

- Kaekongo 

 

14 Lomut Emut, lo Der. From Eemut which is a 

Turkana word for folktale 

-  

15 Lotongot Etongot, 

Etongitong 

Der. Verb. Akitongokin, 

Akitoongore, (Etongot, Lotongot – 

noun) meaning a raised rocky wall, 

or the instance of a person forming 

a human wall 

- Lorionotom 

- Lopeduru 

- Lokapel 

- Lokiriereto 

- Lokiyoto 

16 Sigor Esigor Derived from the verb Akigor (to 

cry), i.e. Akisi + gor → Esigor, 

which means causing a person to 

cry. Sigor is a Kalenjinization of 

the name Esigor. 

-  

17 Kolowo Kolowo Kolowo is a Turkana word for 

female hyena 

- Nabuin 

- Kobuin 

- Kaemadang 

- Nangusilingatuny 

18 Kanyao Nyao, ka Kanyao, means the place of honey - Kaeputir 

- Kokuruka 
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Place Name Derivation Meaning 
Similar Names in  

Turkana 

- Kaepat 

- Kaekunyuk 

19 Lokitanyala Lokitoe, 

Lonyala 

This is a combination of ekitoe, 

[tree] and Lonyala,[ mixed/hybrid] 

– Lokitoenyala, meaning ‘at the 

Mixed tree’. Lokitanyala is a 

Pokot-ization of the Turkana name 

or distortion from misarticulation 

noun phonemes.  

- Lokorokor 

- Loyapat 

- Loropio 

- Lorokon 

- Napetawo 

- Lokitoeliwo 

- Lokitoekewokon 

20 Ortum Eruo, 

Atum(i) 

Named after a man called Lorutum, 

who derived his name from the 

noise (Aruo) made by his abnormal 

spear (Atum). Ortum is a Pokot-

ization of Lorutum. 

- Lorutom 

- Lorukwol 

- Lorunyang 

 

21 Akoret Akikor Akikor is a verb meaning to 

distribute or to share, Akoret is a 

verbal noun derived from the 

Akikor verb. Implies instance of 

sharing, most likely sharing raided 

animals. 

- Naremiet, 

- Adungyet 

- Akilodet 

- Atubyet 

- Ngatyeket 

22 Kongolai Ka, angolae Derived from Akingol, which 

means to slaughter. The name 

means the butchering place. 

Kongolai is a distortion or 

Kalenjinization of the original 

word 

- Kaamunyaep 

- Kodopa 

- Kokilees 

- Kaemal 

 

23 Kanyarkwat Ka, 

Nyarukwot 

Derived from Arukwot/Nyarukwot, 

minced meat, meaning a place of 

pulverized meat. 

- Kaemadang 

- Kaao,  

- Kanyawo 

- Kaewosin 

24 Keringet Kirinket, 

(Green 

Gate) 

That is a Turkana transliteration of  

‘Green Gate’ Kirinket, it also 

means knitted beads worn by 

women [Ekirinket] 

- Kaeboli 

- Kaemal 

- Kaemedot 

25 Loruk Aruk, lo Der. Aruk which means hump. 

Loruk means a place of hump. It is 

also a name of a certain species of 

fish. 

- Kalosep 

- Kaakwaat 

- Kaemosia 

- Kaelongot 

26 Kitale Akitalere, 

Akital(e) 

Akitalere, Akital(e) is a verb 

meaning ‘to perform a ritual’. 

Kitale is an imperative of the verb, 

Akitalere - ‘you perform the ritual’ 

-  

27 Mogotio Amugit, Amugit is the hump, Etio refers to - Loropio 
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Place Name Derivation Meaning 
Similar Names in  

Turkana 

(Baringo) Etio a gourd. Mogotio is a 

misarticulation and distortion of 

Amugit a Etio, which means 

guord’s hump 

- Natambusio 

- Nabute 

28 Loiyamorock 

Ward (Tiati) 

Lo, ewoi, 

Amorok 

Lowoyamorok means ‘the one with 

long spear shaft’, Amorok means 

shaft, lo ewoi means the one with a 

long shaft.  

- Lotimoru 

- Lowoyakaru 

- Loitakulit 

- Loriongatum 

29 Silale Ward 

(Tiati) 

Foreign 

name 

Most likely inherited by the 

Turkana from the Masai or Ngikor 

-  

30 Kisanana 

Ward 

(Mogotio) 

Kisanana Meaning to or stand at attention -  

31 Mukutani Makutano Derived from Kiswahili word 

Makutano. Some Turkana names 

ending with letters m and n, 

terminate with an (i) in Turkana 

south. Mukutani is a Turkana 

transliteration of Kiswahili name 

Makutano  

- Lokuwami 

- Lokutuni 

- Lomojongi 

32 Kallosia Losia The place of Losia, named after a 

man called Apa-a-Losia, named 

after his favorite ox with grey and 

black color. 

- Kalotum 

- Kapetadiye 

- Kaemongor 

Source: Data Compiled by Author, 2021 

 

Other places in West Pokot with names which are linguistically Turkana, include: Suam 

(derived from Akisuam – to heap leafy branches), Kanyerus (spring area), Nakuyen (place 

with leaves, to the shrubberies, foliage or the place of Ekuyen tree, Nakuyen is the feminine 

form of Lokuyen, etc), Lokichar and Kalemungorok in Kodich ward, are all Turkana names. 

In Alale ward, the following names are of Turkana extraction: Kopito (madfish), Lorsuk, 

Apuke, Akoret, Naruoro, Amakuriat, Kalapata, Lotukum, Nawoyapong, Lokitonyala etc. 

These places cannot bear these names if the Turkana did not give them themselves, or one 

will wonder, ‘what are Turkana place-names doing in West Pokot, Tiati, and other parts of 

Baringo?’ Logically, new occupants of an area may continue to use place-names as given by 

former occupants if they [current occupants] find it needless to rename them. It is illogical to 

suggest that the new occupants of a territory acquired from other groups are likely to name or 

rename their new territories or places in the language of the expelled enemy tribe, which 

language is alien to them in the first place. This is different from Turkana people-names 

found among the neighbors, e.g. Lonyangapuwa, Lotodo, Losuron, Nangole, etc, or the Pokot 

and Samburu people-names found among the Turkana e.g. Simale, Lekuton, etc. The flow of 

names between foreign groups is perpetuated by intermarriages, trading bonds, social ties 

between the child’s parents, and the persons they are named after.  In Samburu North, the 

following place-names are linguistically Turkana: Nalingangor, Kalele, Lokorokor, Moru a 
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akiring, Parkati, Losurkoi, Nakwei, Nachola, Nakupurat, Terter, etc. According to Mr. John 

Eris Lothike a Turkana intellectual, some of the Maa names in areas bordering Samburu, 

could be from Laikipia clan of the Maasai who fought many battles with the Turkana than the 

Samburu themselves. This was echoed by Hon. Immanuel Ichor Imana by relating that, the 

southern Turkana remember fighting Ngikatalaupwal, [‘those with huge shields’] in Kerio 

valley and Mt. Silale. Ngikatalaupwal is another Turkana name for the Maasai. 

 

Conclusion 

Although much of the existing literature about the Pokot, Samburu, and Turkana is recent and 

even more so conflictual, available evidence referenced herein, suggests that, by 1850, the 

Turkana were occupying parts of West Pokot, Baringo, Samburu, and Marsabit (Hobley, 

1906; Beech 1911; Lamphear, 1976; Gulliver, 1951 and 1952) as plainly implied by places 

bearing Turkana names. To the east, the Turkana occupied Mt. Ngiro [the grey mountain], 

Mt. Kulal [sprawling mountain], and Loiyangalani in Marsabit; to the southeast, Elbarta 

plains, Goligoli and Baragoi in Samburu. To the south, the Turkana occupied much of West 

Pokot areas, specifically: Morupus, Morukujit, Akoret, Lorokon, Amaler, Alale, Kanyerus, 

Kachiliba, Kapenguria, Kerinket [Turkana transliteration of the English ‘Green Gate’], the 

eastern side of Kerio valley up to Loruk, - hump] and the area east of Lake Baringo a stretch 

of about 70 kilometers north of Kaapedo, - the current southern Limit of the Turkana. The 

year 1850 is significant to the three groups in the sense that, on one hand, it marks the 

‘Coming into being’ of the Samburu and Pokot ethnic groups, and on the other hand, it marks 

the end to the first wave of the Turkana territorial expansion. The period between 1850 and 

1900 was marked by the consolidation of strong cultural and ethnic identities among the 

groups, defense of ethnic frontiers, and building of ethnic alliances most of the time 

characterized by peaceful and violent relations respectively. In the succeeding years, 

establishment of the British rule and arbitrary drawing of lines as new ethnic boundaries 

disrupted intertribal relations and shifted traditional ethnic frontiers to the disadvantage of the 

Turkana who unfortunately found themselves scattered in four different colonial 

administrative districts. Attempts to live their normal traditional life of scooping losses 

through stock raiding of enemy tribes, unrestricted movements of people and livestock to 

other territories in search of pasture and water, made them a subject of punitive military 

expeditions throughout the colonial rule.   

Furthermore, alienation of the southern grazing fields of the Pokot for European farms 

caused more trouble for the Pokot as they had to fight for space in areas already occupied by 

the Turkana. During punitive military expeditions on Turkana the, British enlisted the Pokot 

as allies to stop the southern expansion of the Turkana and to displace them from their 

traditional rangelands in the present-day West Pokot and Baringo to resettle the Pokot after 

they were denied access to their traditional grazing fields already alienated for the white 

settlers. As the settler community took over the Pokot grazing land, some of the displaced 

Pokot moved westwards crossing to Karimojong, and found the land vacant, because the 

Karimojong already suffered from East coast fever, had temporarily moved their livestock to 

other places. Those Pokot settlements remained in Uganda and became Ugandans (Robbins, 

2010). Solidification of ethnic identities through drawing ethnic administrative boundaries by 

the British precipitated conflicts related to rights to land and access to resources for the 

Turkana who were deemed to be ‘foreigners’ in Samburu, Marsabit, Baringo, and West Pokot 

districts, yet they were found there at the onset of colonial rule. Two military expeditions 
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carried between 1916 and 1918, confiscated about 250,000 livestock as a military strategy to 

starve the Turkana to submission. Left with nothing, impoverished Turkana fled to other 

areas across the country for survival. This is how the Turkana found themselves in Laikipia, 

Nakuru, Marakwet, and Tranzoia as workers in the white settlers’ farms, etc. Throughout the 

colonial period, Turkana and West Pokot were ‘closed’ districts, with West Pokot playing the 

role of a buffer between the northernmost reaches of the ‘White highlands,’ the name given to 

Kenya’s European-settled areas, and the shifting frontiers of Turkana. Turkana district was 

closed from external influence and development. 
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